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PSHE WORKSHEETS
 Spreader Of Smiles
 Boundaries Of Trust
 In My Shoes

LESSON PLANS
 Literacy
 Physics
 Science



Mimic couldn’t believe that he had found a Wellness Orb, 
in fact he was so happy he even gave it a little hug.

Tucking the Orb under his arm, Mimic hopped up and began 
heading towards the exit before stopping. In his excitement 
he had forgotten about poor Gemini who was still lost in 
this Jurassic cave.

As he turned he came nose to nose with the 
T-Rex that had only just before been 
chasing Gemini.

“What are these little strange creatures?” 
The T-Rex must have thought, “and why is 
this one trying to steal my eggs?!” 
It also must have thought, as it looked 
down at the Wellness Orb snuggled under 
Mimics arm.

Whatever it was thinking, it looked angry.

This time, it was Mimic’s turn to run…



Mimic had rather little legs meaning he wasn’t much of a runner and the 
T-Rex was catching up fast, reaching out to grab the little imp.

But the T-Rex had rather little arms, so wasn’t much of a reacher, which 
was probably a good thing in this case. Everyone has their strengths and 
their weaknesses, and recognising both can be a good thing to manage our 
own and others expectations.

For Mimic the expectation here was that he didn’t get caught by 
the big, scary dinosaur that was after him.

So he pumped his little legs faster 
than he ever had before. Until... 

WHUMP!!! 
He ran straight into Gemini 
and his new dinosaur crew.



Gemini wasn’t running anymore. He stood up straight, tall and brave. 

He stared up at the T-Rex who stared back down at him, uncertain of what 
was happening. Just then, the mean little mouth that sat on Gemini’s chest 
opened wide and began shouting louder and louder at the T-Rex. 

“NO ONE is mean to the Beasties. NO ONE scares the Beasties. 
NO ONE chases the Beasties.”

Boy oh boy did that T-Rex get an earful.  Not used to being 
spoken to in such a way, the dinosaur quickly went from looking 
like a big scary monster to a quivering and sobbing lump of 
lizard, that slumped on the ground.



It turned out that the T-Rex only acted like an angry, scary monster because of 
her little arms. They made her feel inferior to other dinosaurs. So she made up 
for it in other ways. Such as being angry and scary.

Mimic and Gemini gave the T-Rex a big hug and told her that her 
two legs were the biggest and strongest they’d seen, her many 

teeth were the sharpest and her roar shook the ground. 

Feeling much better and realising the 
Wellness Orb wasn’t in fact one of her eggs 
the T-Rex trotted off back to her nest. 

But how were our Beasties to get back 
to the surface? Gemini, Mimic and the 
dinosaurs looked around scratching their 
heads, and then spotted the answer.



Gemini waved fondly to his dinosaur friends as a massive diplodocus lifted 
the pair to the cave’s exit, with his head.

From this high up they could see how small the dinosaur cave was, 
and how many dinosaurs were cooped up together inside.

After so long on the boat, cooped up with the other Beasties, 
Gemini understood how it must be for the dinosaurs and felt for 
them.

He knew he had to find a way to get them out, but how? They 
were so big and there were so many of them. 

Maybe Oscar could help, he was after all a genius.



Once back at the Ship, Gemini told Oscar what he had found and that he 
wanted to help.
It just so happened that Oscar had been working on a device called 
the Portal Pooter that created portals to chosen destinations. 

Using the Portal Pooter to get the Dinosaurs out of 
the cave would be the perfect test of his new device. 
But before they set off back to the cave he needed to 
check that it worked.

What Oscar didn’t realise was a mysterious ship had 
crept up behind him and his crew. The ship had been 
following them for some time and finally caught up.



As Oscar switched on his Portal Pooter, which 
chugged, coughed and sprung to life, a huge 
light shot up into the sky and a portal ripped 
open through the air.
A shockwave that blasted outwards from the 
portal threw Oscar, Abi and the Beasties to 

the floor and caused the mysterious ship to 
lunge forward, knocking Oscar’s ship into the 
portal.

Before anyone knew what was going on the 
portal slammed shut.



As they all rubbed their eyes and looked 
around it became quite clear that they no 
longer where they once were. And they 
were no longer together.


